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ABSTRACT
Student feedback is established as an imperative learning and teaching technique, but feedback from students is less likely. The potential of feedback to boost learning outcomes refers to scholarly writing and is considered together as one of the most impressive methods for enhancing the success of students. In education, there is, nevertheless a lack of clarification about what feedback means and far less clarification on how one should interpret it. Feedback guides students to learn and supports them in order to achieve the aim of the lesson. The goal of this paper is to discuss teacher-written reviews and obstacles to student feedback in order to recognise the usefulness of feedback in the education domain. Feedback from students illustrates the comprehensions, boundaries and features that knowledge should be compiled and employed to establish work or learning approach. The assessment study renders the appropriate feedback, and, in this manner, the students learn how to accomplish their learning goals. While feedback is not exclusively evaluated, these are the essential ingredients of making evaluation a mechanism for teachers’ and students’ future learning.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Feedback is recognised as an indispensable component in writing and functions as the core pedagogical educational tool. Its vital position was derived from an approach to process writing in the 1980s, and input was used as one of the grounds of formative evaluation in the 1990s. Black and Wiliam [1] suggested that feedback information could be used to boost their learning in order to be developmental. Sadler [2] maintained that the learning gap knowledge between real and reference levels is treated only as feedback as used to transform the learning difference. In consideration of the feasibility of developmental feedback through the process of learning, feedback-enhanced lessons were introduced at the least instructive level in its comprehensive levels of data [3], comprising writing instructions, in every single branch of data. In the first language (L1) or the second language (L2), teaching writing is a complex task, and formative input has become a primary concern of every teacher.

Giving importance and responding to students are an integral aspect of the learning to write process. The ultimate assistance of learning to write is the access of students to educator’s input and their effective management of the feedback [4]. If written classes do not entail feedback or if students cannot obtain input or output from the teacher as they write, it is unpropitious to promote a successful writing capacity. A remarkable study community in the fields of learning recorded the weight of the teacher’s written reviews.
The pertinence of the written input of teachers is recognised by teachers and students in all English language environments, especially in classrooms where writing is process oriented. Furthermore, it allows students to evaluate themselves while also encourages them to advance the process of learning to write step by step [4, 5]. Teachers aim to use effective strategies in these contexts to respond accordingly to the writings of their students to help them build writing expertise. Nonetheless, teachers teach writing in order to adopt a product-driven approach circumstances for two primary reasons. It is because some of them are essentially ignorant of the form of teaching writing and for larger circle, it is because of the strict time-based syllabus, the item-designed appraisal system and the big-class scale. Hence, they must use the product approach with those constraints. These are several of the teacher’s requirements during the teaching and learning process in the classrooms.

Teachers offer written reviews to students in order to further improve their learning. In both cases, there is a concern where students typically do not receive input and respond in the manner desired [5, 6]. Researchers attempted to distinguish characteristics or variables to address this problem that improves feedback soundness [7, 8]. An understanding of the writing process implies an overview of linguistic skills and an appreciation of the feedback phase, which includes an insight into student engagement. The domain of language evaluation is a field that seeks to understand the section of language information and, hence, the role of the student in the feedback process. In the field of language evaluation [9], the quality comprehension of the language used to provide knowledge, and its idea [10, 11] was examined. Feedback was identified as an imperative learning strategy by the assessing advocates for formative goals, and demonstrated the processes used in the formative feedback affair throughout this process.

In the formative evaluation field, therefore, perspective is presented into components which impacts the feedback process, as an example, the attributes of students and student alternatives [10, 11]. The principle of legitimacy is in line with assessments for formative purposes, and input is also a benefit to the evaluation field. If feedback aims to teach effectively, then there is a need to examine, whether this is significant to any researcher or practitioner. Feedback is a crucial concept in education, learning and evaluation. In education, it is also defined as data provided by an agent concerning facets of the success of understanding of the student’s achievement [12]. Feedback is also rendered by diverse mechanisms, such as students may provide peers with oral feedback, and a computer program may furnish a student with computerised feedback. Over the years, various studies [9, 11, 12] confirmed the need to give emphasis on how the students respond to feedback. In other words, it is necessary to give attention to how students receive, interpret and employ feedback rather than how teachers deliver it.

Teachers should promote students to identify the extent of their awareness (their learning goals status and appraisal criteria) while offering more knowledge at a comparable period to help bridge the learning gap between their real and desired levels. Many researches suggested [12-14] that feedback in the form of comments might motivate students to recognise their work’s strengths and limitations and benefit from progress. It could be because feedback does not address a concern if the student’s learning process is not well thought out, structured and carefully managed. It would usually be vague, poorly distributed and therefore, barely help students’ comprehension. As Sadler [2] pointed out, the standard of feedback exceeds the volume. It is, therefore, quintessential that teachers recognise what strengths progress and improve learning, and what barriers they encounter in writing feedback.

A study of formative assessment and learning studies, Black and William [1] argued that feedback increased potential as: 1) it focused on specific errors and less acceptable methods, and proposed ways in which students could enhance their performance; 2) rehabilitated mix-ups and allowed students to analyse critically; 3) recommended just what is significant for students to respond independently; 4) motivated the search for elective solutions; 5) highlighted continuous process more than on product, and 6) is employed effectively. One system for furnishing feedback is utilising written comments. The most notable benefit of this type of analysis is that teachers can have more time. By applying these approaches, therefore, they can review students’ work in detail and points result from a more informed consideration. Thus, this paper focused on the benefits of applying written feedback as a primary component in transforming assessment into a tool for future teaching and learning achievement for teachers and students.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Feedback is never a separate action in the learning process as the time spent learning. It is typically structured within the framework of the evaluation and formative evaluation. The critical role of formative evaluation is to strengthen, update and improve student learning, as maintained by William and Thompson [7]. Formative assessment encourages learners to narrow the distance between where they are and where they should work in their learning. It gives pupils input on their learning and facilitates them to control their thoughts or behaviour. It opposes a summative evaluation or assessment [14] which intends to conclude
the result or understanding of students at the end of a learning unit. After all considerations; summative appraisals can also be considered formative if they furnish feedback which students can use in future assessments. For formative evaluation, Hattie and Timperley [8] are the key proponents of feedback for formative assessment framework. They revealed that robust formative evaluation is related to three primary investigations: 1) where am I going?; 2) how am I going?; and 3) where to next? There are only a few discrepancies, as the results usually indicate that input is increasingly enthralling if, it associates with a learning goal or objective.

Gee [15] affirms that writing is often used as a mechanism for thinking when students write, share their feelings, do reflections and thoughts. They learn how to understand themselves and, at the same time, understand the emotions, perceptions and opinions of others. Individuals, in any situation, strive to grasp who they are when they write. The “character” inherent in writing may also influence the learning of languages, as the process of language learning may be restricted or encouraged according to the students’ importance or possible interest in the education atmosphere [16]. Writing, therefore, is an imminent form of interaction, contemplation and learning. The value of writing implies that teachers hold a quintessential task: to teach writing. It is an arduous capacity for teachers to teach, however, and it is an onerous task for students to excel.

Many experts [16, 17] suggested acknowledged feedback practices to meet the challenging nature of feedback. Ferris [17] offered an outline of best practice for reviews. It contains a broad scope of emphasis in both written and oral comments (content, organization, language, mechanics, style), such as structured input, explicit and indirect mistakes correction for long term benefit, feedback on multiple drafts, feedback on multiple sources, and conferencing with students. Many of these best feedback practices represent elementary feedback expectations in the formative evaluation. The end question is to ensure, through the resubmission of content for a new evaluation [3, 18], that students will be able to use feedback. Accordingly, Lee [19] noted the need for resubmissions because writing tests appear to concentrate more on teachers and students than on their formative ability.

The recognition of written reviews resulted in a more significant curiosity in researching this topic [17, 20-22]. Nonetheless, feedback studies that rely on theories of formative evaluation are still scarce. Lee and Coniam administered Asian studies [19, 23] and reported that evaluation and feedback are provided in single draft format and ultimately satisfy summative requirements. Lee and Coniam [23] in their research suggested the teachers’ need to lookout for more related resources for successful structured evaluation. Additional studies are available in writing on formative and feedback formative evaluation pedagogy [24]. Many suggested that the evaluation and feedback must change according to the formative evaluation, and Burner’s intervention study [25] demonstrated progress in self-assessment and peer review and thus addressed the central importance of error correction. Burner [25] revealed a lack of straightforward application of formative evaluation concepts and a deficiency of students’ comprehension of individual elements.

Feedback is used in schools in the form of written comments. Major studies led to the multiple variables, e.g. strategy (time, length, public) and content (focus, feature, valence, lucidity, clearness, tone), which regulate the feasibility of feedback. Although the results were not entirely undeniable, there are four points that are significant: 1) feedback must address the necessities of the students; 2) feedback must be timely; 3) feedback must be clear and straightforward; and 4) feedback should concentrate on the task processes instead of on the individual [18, 21, 26].

Concerning writing reviews, Bruno and Santos [27] agreed that comments must be simple, structured, include a commonplace and basic jargon, and refrain from providing some portion of the acknowledgement. Regan [28] perceived the tone in which written input is passed as needing to be taken into account. It is critical because teachers must strike a balance among enabling students to make significant improvements and inspiring them to make it. Moreover, written feedback is frustrating and daunting. It is likely to lead to students not being vigilant or demotivated by the magnitude of the improvements to be made. Thus, when providing written feedback, teachers must be precise and more straightforward [28].

By taking into account the input of educators, former studies [4, 29] highlighted several characteristics of positive and useful feedback. Feedback must be reader-based and criterion-based. It must inform the student whether writing meets the intended target of communication. It should not only discuss the clarity of communication and arrangement of concepts but also show the students the effect of writing on the reader. This affirms the assurance of students as authors and builds confidence in order to strengthen their writing. Instead, it should present advice for future work, instead of having students feel responsible for writing, and then, the feedback should be insightful. Feedback should be in the form of observations, and open-ended questions as it empowers the students to consider adequate approaches to enhancing the draft, it too, should be constructive, supportive feedback, straightforward and easy [30]. Thus, the success measure of feedback must be straightforward for students.
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Feedback rendered as a central feature of formative evaluation guides students to integrate their qualities, recognise their weaknesses [31] and facilitates them in the actions necessary to achieve their learning results. Nevertheless, the formative assessment must have consistent characteristics to improve learning and reach a higher degree of achievement in cognitive and competence outputs. Race [32] explored and revealed these principal feedback attributes:

a. **Timely**: If feedback is timely, students will assess how their roles have been measured. It is also vital that the feedback timeline is effectively communicated to students, which permits students to use feedback for potential learning and evaluations.

b. **Motivational**: Feedback can influence student motivation and trust positively or negatively. It triggers the emotions of students and affects their contribution to the learning process. The formative evaluation shall then be inspiring and useful to encourage and motivate students.

c. **Individual/Personal**: The increase of students’ performance should reflect in their learning process. For this reason, formative feedback must match the performance of all students in order to develop their abilities. It should be adapted and tailored to the strengths and limitations of individual students.

d. **Manageable**: Feedback needs to be specific to ensure students recognise their qualities and weaknesses. Nonetheless, too complicated comments and feedback formats can lead to students being overwhelmed and challenging to separate relevant feedback.

Directly linked to evaluation criteria/learning outcomes: evaluation criteria define specific and unequivocal performance expectations and must be identified with the learning results of a course. As the standards for assessment set out what students needed to do so, a formative evaluation should increase the level to which the student complies, acknowledges learning differences and discusses clear errors and hypotheses [32]. Learners need to receive continuous feedback. Students with a positive attitude may then see feedback as a tool for advancement, whereas those with a negative attitude may then perceive it as a hindrance. Therefore, the quality of formative assessment should also succeed in sharing with the students in empowering and ensuring that the content of feedback is used for student preparation to further advance in their learning.

In regard to the instructional reason for the teacher’s written response to students’ writing, analysis within the fields of writing distinguishes between formative and summative feedback. While the former is intended to help students review their work before it is evaluated, the latter assesses the quality of the product completed [33]. Whether it is formative or summative, regardless of the instructive reason for the written feedback of the teachers, it indeed owns various emphasis. It can be a structure (centered on the revision of punctuation), content-based (concentrated on quality and association of substance), or integrative (a combination of both). With this distinction in mind, the content that is based on the process approach, the focus of the teacher input needs to be drafted and followed by a structure concentrated feedback as the final draft. While some studies revealed that students are increasingly leveraging structure-based feedback, other studies reported the tendency of students to obtain substance-based feedback and to increase their motivation [11, 33].

Further, extensive feedback can cause students to change everything with trial and error strategies without considering the relationship between direction, feedback and the expected learning. Comments must be decipherable (simple to read), use basic jargon (words and phrases students know) and maintain a strategic distance from abbreviations or symbols because students cannot grasp them. The illegibility of feedback deprives students of their capacity to understand themselves, so suggestions should be transparent for students. Comments with such details on academic terms must be mainly published, although caution is required to ensure that students understand the entire message. Students acknowledge clear, unequivocal and motivating feedback [11, 33]. They understand how to interpret and apply it along these lines.

On a study conducted by Weaver [34], students acknowledged the four feedback features they thought were unfit for improving learning. These characteristics are excessive or questionable insights which required guidance, centered on the ineffective criteria to evaluate them. Comments should then be realistic, context-dependent and identified with the work of the students. It should also be equivalent to the previous knowledge and information about the knowledge of students. That explains why it is so critical to know students well for this reason. There is also evidence that comments offering adjustment techniques may be of specific benefit to students. Students should adjust their work and make changes to achieve long-term learning. In any event, it is vital to give students some tips to realise how they can revise and enhance their work. In order to do so, the teachers must describe what is necessary to accomplish the target. They inspire students to improve more in their learning. Feedback must elevate learning, so teachers should avoid harsh, offensive words as this can impede the pupil’s improvement [35].

It was discovered in the literature [1, 18, 36] that evaluation for learning is crucial not only for students but also to teachers. The reflection on feedback helps one to think about what happens at that moment and what could happen later on. It facilitates one to respond to experience, develop teaching
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strategies, and give the classroom a robust notion [37]. If effectively practised, feedback will enhance teaching and learning exercises to overcome students’ challenges. By reflecting on the teacher’s understanding, they provide input that shows where the priority and focus of teaching are to be given [18, 37]. It improves learning in the classroom as teachers can change their lessons based on feedback. Besides, feedback helps teachers to create models of learning and knowledge for their students in order to guide future teaching and feedback.

Teachers, therefore, need to be trained as effective feedback providers and will need plenty of feedback from their colleagues on their use of feedback. Questions are one way for teachers to establish their feedback plans. Cohen [38] noted that feedback must be helpful and manageable, must be communicated to students where performance standards are met so that feedback contributes to enhanced learning. Feedback is also a means of elevating teaching skills with colleagues. The teachers decide on feedback as a priority to enhance formative feedback practices and therefore, share their students’ feedback with comments and suggestions from their colleagues during meetings [30, 38]. They may also evaluate items used to enhance teacher’s feedback and address whether or not the feedback contributed to significant results, and if not, what feedback might have become increasingly more beneficial.

Feedback research aimed at exploring the effect of the written comments of teachers on students’ writing during the learning to write process considering the feedback from teachers as an essential tool to help learners to do revision [17, 38] and alter their draft texts. Feedback studies unveiled that written feedback from teachers on final writing is inadequate because students never consider it after they got their grades. In this way, finding out how to write in second language classes is increasingly beneficial in order to allow students to develop their writing more promptly. Studies in this context focused on students’ feedback and agreed on the reactions of students to teacher feedback as relevant to support the development of feedback practices by teachers. Various studies [39-41] on the responses of students to the feedback received by teachers noted that how students respond to their feedback can rely on the characteristics and individual needs of the student.

Besides, teachers must interact with their students on the importance of their input based on their questions. Through this activity, teachers get a broad understanding of how their feedback capacities can be strengthened and how the students can improve their understanding. It is, therefore, necessary, in order to understand them, teachers need to address the significance of the comments. Consequently, written input can be improved by discourse. The method of contact should be two separate ways [42-44], between teacher and student, with the aim for the teacher to explain when feedback is not clearly communicated and why it is not significant. Teachers must examine the comments made concerning previous and recent work to identify the features of comments that support the process of learning and those that did not contribute to the changes made to this task.

3. RESEARCH METHOD

Since the aim of this study was to relate the effectiveness of feedback in improving teaching and learning achievement, the literature for analysis was searched and selected based on several keywords, specifically the effectiveness of feedback in the education domain, secondary school and academic performance. The papers were sourced from several databases such as Elsevier, Google Scholar, ERIC, and other Scopus-indexed journals.

4. RESULTS

Based on the meta-analysis conducted, teachers’ developmental feedback played an important key in assisting students to accomplish their learning goals and improve their learning performance. Therefore, it is important that teachers provide effective feedback continuously and encourage students to accelerate their learning achievement as a mechanism for future learning. The findings are summarised and elucidated in Table 1.
The studies in the meta-analysis concentrated in investigating the positive impact of teachers’ feedback as a primary component in improving teaching and learning achievement. The results revealed that teachers feedback have some impact in students learning achievement in the scope of: 1) affecting students’ motivation to improve; 2) improving progressively in learning; and, 3) adapting to learn independently.

5. DISCUSSION

Teachers’ feedback provides compelling insights [45] of the importance of learner’s strengths, points out clearly on how to develop them and provide opportunities to improve their work in order to accelerate learning. Based on the meta-analysis, the interconnection of feedback is positively correlated with student’s academic achievement. It is crucial that students are given continuous construction feedback for improvement for personal development in their work so that they can become independent learners in their future learning to move forward confidently. It is important to note that, teachers’ feedback has weakness, therefore, teachers’ must be responsive of students’ prior knowledge and feelings.

Even though the interconnection of feedback is positively connected with how well students perform in their learning, previous research [46, 47] also points out that feedback can have its negative effects as well. This is because the efficacy of feedback, relies on the correct information provided by teachers on each student’s difficulties, skills and nature in a specific case. Literature points out clearly, that this process is complicated, complex and repetitive in nature. Nevertheless, cohesive collaboration can help to achieve this mission, teachers should include whatever choice to be made, they will never be certain that input will support and accelerate the process of learning. On the other hand, students’ progress is linked to strengthen their weakness and reciprocally to improve their performance in order to accelerate their learning. The fact is this process can be time consuming as there are positive and negative consequences.

The analysed literature also points out [48, 49] the weakness of feedback when teachers are often not very conscious of their effectiveness in assessing their students to improve learning. Teachers must reflect on their teaching practices in order to better their experience and teaching. Teachers established time constraints that hindered the class’ pertinent cultures in developing formative evaluation. Formative assessment was useful for teachers, but the communication in that context was a challenge, as students were expected to master tasks and skills. Teachers’ need to build their confidence and motivation so that, they can achieve better academic progress with their students.

In addition, it is a callous process to write comments because the form and content must help students find ways to solve their errors, and yet they do not have a response. It is known that teachers’ face difficulties in writing feedback based on each student’s unique characteristics. Every situation is an alternate case, explicit and singular. Teachers should strive to know their tendencies and mentality, which are similar to feedback, how they use them and why they select a few strategies, not others, to understand and motivate students. Teachers need to be clear of how to overcome these barriers to help students in their learning, though, it is difficult, but it can be done with hard work [50, 51]. Nevertheless, students need the right direction and advice on how they can express feedback confidently. They need to comprehend that feedback improves their own self-improvement in enhancing their own learning. Students’ need to be aware that in order to improve learning, they need to adopt a positive culture of giving and receiving feedback from their teachers. If this can be established clearly by the teacher and digested positively by the students’, feedback can be a powerful tool in enhancing and accelerating the learning process.
With reference to teachers’ feedback, future studies might include the participation of secondary and primary schools from each state to enable the researchers to investigate different factors which relate to effective feedback credibility as an important learning tool in improving students’ learning achievement.

6. CONCLUSION
The key principles of enhancing students learning experience has been discussed in the reviewed literature. The analysis revealed that the feedback given by teachers must not only be instructive but should also bear in mind the context, motivation, ability to learn and inclinations of students. It too, must render positive formative feedback and ensure the participation and advancement of learning by students. Positive feedback on evaluation criteria should be prompt, inspiring, tailored, responsive and specific. Additionally, a strategic communication approach is needed to ensure that students are linked to the feedback material. Relevant feedback reliability characteristics may also be tested on the feasibility of the advanced technique. Teacher feedback holds a distinctive difference in formative evaluation, and teacher feedback offers students valuable knowledge on what they do and know, and what they need to do at the next level. Students’ who see that they have the knowledge, must develop it and continue to learn. Along these lines, the secret to enriched comprehension and creativity can be great feedback. Ergo, formative assessment is a quintessential part of the learning process since it endeavours to contribute to effective learning. Feedback is indeed a mechanism to assist students to respond to their problems in their learning. Therefore, feedback should concentrate on the fundamental aspects of progress and support the students with adequate knowledge so that the learning and achievement process can be enhanced progressively.
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